
The secret to making effective use of granulated scrap in

PET processing is uniformity. If you are putting granulated

scrap back into your process, you need to pay close attention

to how it is treated during size reduction. A clean, uniform

granulate, with minimal fines and dust, is critical to efficient

and profitable operation. However, because PET is brittle

and tends to shatter, this is not always easy. Following are

some tips on how to ensure regrind uniformity, reduce the

amount of fines in the first place, and remove the fines that

are produced as a result of the granulation process.

1. Use the right granulator. A tangential cutting chamber

is a better choice for grinding scrap preforms, but blowmolded

bottles, or edge trim from film and sheet, tend to be light and

bulky, so a super-tangential cutting chamber is preferred.

The super-tangential chamber is engineered to “grip” the

bulky items, preventing the product from bouncing on top of

the rotor and creating dust. An open rotor will reduce heat

build-up, which can cause PET to soften and smear, creating

even more fines. Whatever the source of scrap, make sure

the granulator has adjustable rotor knives so that the gap

between the knives and the granulator screen remains

constant. Otherwise, the rotor tends to sweep the regrind

around the cutting chamber, cutting it repeatedly and building

up heat. Both these conditions are likely to produce fines

and reduce the quality of the regrind. A granulator like the

Conair Model CW1836 has all these features. Plus patented

front door access gives the operator full access to the heart

of the machine, the cutting chamber and rotor. All CW

Series machines are designed so the front of the unit

swings open like a bank vault door for easy cleaning and

maintenance access
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If PET scrap is to be reused, it should be clean and uniform, with minimal

fines and dust.

A granulator like this Conair Model CW1836 has the features required

to produce high-quality PET regrind from preforms, bottles or film and

sheet scrap.
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2. Negative Pressure Conveying. If regrind is conveyed

using a conventional blower system, the impact of impeller

blades could create additional fines. Consequently, it is

always better to move material using a negative pressure

system (in which the material never touches the impeller)

with an oversized blower and large diameter conveying lines.

A rotary airlock maintains the negative pressure and reduces

the velocity of the regrind exiting the cyclone to minimize

the amount of airborne dust and maintain a cleaner work

environment.

3. Fines Separation. To remove 99% of fines from regrind

you may need a fines-separation system like the Conair

Model EL24C. This highly efficient system separates desirable

regrind from the fines/dust and drops it into a material surge

bin. From there it can be re-introduced to the process stream.

The unusable fines/dust travel through a take-off blower and

into another cyclone that separates the fines for disposal.

Conair PET experts have designed automated scrap reclaim

systems for most of the major PET packaging producers.

These companies centralized their granulation and produced

tons of clean regrind. Labor savings, space savings and

materials savings all contribute to a fast return on investment.
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Super tangential cutting chamber is preferred for bulky scrap like bottles.

Restricted tangential cutting chamber suits thicker scrap like preforms…

For more uniform regrind, makes sure granulator blades are sharp and

properly adjusted.


